BEWARE – BE AWARE

Be safe on the Golf course

Golfers and their golf balls are rather unpredictable! When playing please remember the courtesies of golf which help to keep us safe:

Beware - Be aware of the location of nearby golfers and what they are doing.

Do not strike a ball if anyone is in range in your intended direction

If your ball strays call out to warn anyone who might be endangered

Give priority to those further round the course, even if they are on ‘your’ fairway.

For those unfamiliar with our course, here is a trip around the course from Tee Boxes to Browns with safety in mind

(1). Barlows Heights
Beware - Be aware of Golfers teeing off Clunis (14), they cannot see you, you cannot see them. Also they may be playing on the joint fairway. Both parties must be aware and give way when crossing.

(2). Plateau
Beware - Be aware of Golfers teeing off across the fairway from the Switchback (17) tee boxes, on your left, please be considerate and give way.

(3). 48 Steps
Beware – Be aware before climbing the steps and look to see if any Golfers are searching for balls in the trees.

(4). Pickford Pylons
Beware - Be aware especially from the gents tee box. Do not drive off if there are Golfers in or around the trees on the Snake (9) fairway.

(5). the Avenue.
Beware – Be aware after teeing off be considerate to golfers who maybe putting out on the Snake (9) brown.

(6). the Draw
Beware - Be aware of golfers on the Carobs (7) fairway. Also to those who are putting out on the Draw (6) brown.
(7). **Carobs**  
**Beware - Be aware** of Golfers who are on adjacent fairways, Draw (6) and Ranges (8).

(8). **Ranges**  
**Beware – Be aware** from the tee box of Golfers on the Carobs (7) fairway.

(9). **Snake**  
**Beware - Be aware** of Golfers on the Draw (6) fairway.

(10). **Road Hole**  
**Beware - Be aware** of Golfers on Pickford Pylons (4) fairway.

(11). **The Pond**  
**Beware - Be aware** of Golfers who are still putting out on the brown and of Golfers teeing off the top tee box of the Leeway (12) or who are on Leeway fairway.

(12). **Leeway**  
**Beware - Be aware** of Golfers on the Pond (11) brown as well as that fairway.

(13). **Playing Fields**  
**Beware - Be aware** of Golfers teeing off the Plateau (2) tee box.

(14). **Clunis**  
**Beware - Be aware** of Golfers who are crossing Clunis and Barlow’s joint fairway and of Golfers who are about to tee off from Barlow’s Heights (1).

(15). **McGill Hill**  
**Beware - Be aware** of Golfers on the brown they cannot be seen until the top of the hill has been reached.

(16). **Nunnery**  
**Beware - Be aware** of Golfers who maybe looking for balls that are just on the fairway or to the left or right off the fairway, as Golfers cannot be seen from either tee box.

(17). **Switchback**  
**Beware - Be aware** when teeing off crossing the Plateau (2) fairway. You cannot see the brown until nearly reaching the 100 yard marker.

(18). **Paradise Lost**  
**Beware – Be aware** of golfers who are leaving Clunis (14) brown on their way to McGill Hill (15).  
**Beware – Be aware** when walking in of Golfers who are teeing off from Clunis (14) tee boxes, your right and from Barlow’s Heights (1) tee box to your left.

These notes have been prepared so that all Golfers can enjoy their game of golf safely.

Be considerate to Golfers and others

Happy Golfing